Web Extra Material
: Multilevel logistic regression results of sensitivity and specificity with predictor variables Multilevel models include patient and reporter as complete cross-classified random-effects. Sensitivity model is based on all 136 rib locations with a fracture across 25 cases, 38 reporters on radiograph, and 35 on CT (i.e. 136 x (35+38) = 9,928 rows of data). Specificity model based on the remaining 1664 rib locations without fracture (i.e. 1664 x (35+38) = 121,472 rows of data). The above predictors were added as fixed effects, including interactions between experience/grade and modality. OR= odds ratio. Figure S1 : Example of false positive rib fracture diagnosis on chest radiography, true negative on CT (Case Code 11). Post-mortem imaging of a 17-day-old female patient, obtained 3 days after death. (a) Anteroposterior and (b) left oblique chest radiographs demonstrate an irregularity of the left third rib anteriorly (arrow) which was reported as a healing fracture by 31/38 (81.5%) readers. The corresponding volume rendered post-mortem chest CT of the chest (c) reveals the lesion to be an irregularity of rib contour (dashed arrow) rather than a fracture. Incidental note is also made of a left 7 th anterior bifid rib, confirmed at autopsy (not shown). 
Figure S4:
Post-mortem imaging of a 4 month old female patient, obtained 4 days after death. An example of a false negative rib fracture diagnosis on CT, with true positive on radiography (Case code 24). Although the fracture can be visualised on both imaging modalities, many more participants were able to identify the fracture on the radiographic imaging. (a) Anteroposterior and (b) right oblique view radiographs revealed a right 5 th rib fracture (white arrow) (seen by 24/38 readers, 63.1%). (c) Axial post-mortem CT imaging through this rib demonstrates early callus formation (white arrow) and subtle sclerosis in keeping with a healing rib fracture.
